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carry over from Hearthstone, as well as some that are

unique to Hearthtop. Players do not need to be familiar

with Hearthstone to play Hearthtop, as these rules are

written for players who have no knowledge of

Hearthstone. It is recommended for players to start

with the basic pre-built decks for each class to

familiarize themselves with the gameplay and

mechanics. Afterwards, players can explore the

deckbuilding mode of Hearthtop to customize each

class to victory!



Welcome to Hearthtop, a game for 2 players played

with a normal 52 card deck that is based on Blizzard’s

digital CCG, Hearthstone. In Hearthtop, both players

draw from the same deck and battle to be the first to

bring their opponent down to 0 health through playing

minions and casting spells. The goal of Hearthtop is to

be an accessible variant of Hearthstone that can be

played on your table top, while offering the exciting

strategic gameplay and deckbuilding that has made

Hearthstone one of the most popular digital CCGs.

Once familiar with the rules, each game lasts roughly

15 minutes and can be easily carried and played

anywhere.

Like in Hearthstone, each player will play as one of the

9 classes, with each class offering a different play style

and strategy. Players start the game with one mana

crystal and gain one additional mana crystal each turn,

allowing the players to play cards from their hand.

Cards 2 – 10 represent minions with varying mana

cost and attack/health values. Furthermore, minions

have different abilities depending on the card’s suit. Of

special note is the ♠ suit, which represent a unique

ability dependent on which class is being played. Will

you play as the spell-casting Jaina Proudmoore, with

minions that get stronger every time you cast a spell,

or the ruthless Rexxar with beasts that attack more

fiercely in packs? In Hearthtop, each class retains their

iconic hero power that the players can utilize each

turn, as well as a set of spells represented by the cards

J, Q, K, and A.

To play Hearthtop, simply read through these rules and

print out the reference cards for each class, which

provides the player with a list of unique abilities and

spells. Players already familiar with Hearthstone may

skip to the “Quick Rules for Hearthstone Players”

section. Once familiar with the rules, simply grab any

normal deck of playing cards and a friend to begin!

You will find that many strategies and concepts will
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completed this phase, shuffle the face down cards

that were set aside back into the draw deck.

Finally, give the second player the joker card,

which represents the “coin.”



The gameplay in Hearthtop closely resembles those

from Hearthstone. While many mechanics, class

abilities, and spells are carried over, many gameplay

elements have been modified in order to conform to

the game design and balance of Hearthtop. Gameplay

or mechanical rule differences from Hearthstone will

be emphasized in color for the reader’s convenience.

Note: If the text of a card contradicts those written in

these rules, the card text takes precedence.



The objective for each player is to win by reducing the

other player’s hit points from 20 to 0 through dealing

damage. Players deal damage by attacking with

minions, casting damaging spells, or using offensive

hero powers. A player can also win if the draw pile is

empty, in which case the player with the highest

remaining hit points win.



To start a game of Hearthtop, follow the steps below.



Players should familiarize with the following terms

before reading the rest of the rules.



1. Choose a hero and set starting health: Each player

chooses one of the 9 heroes to play, and places

the Hero Card in front of them, which serves as a

reference for the special abilities and spells of the

chosen hero. Each hero begins the game with 20

life, and may never exceed this amount during

play. Optionally, players may use the health tracker

on the Hero Cards or any external method to keep

track of current health totals. Players should be

familiar with each other’s hero specific abilities

and spells before beginning play.

2. Set up draw deck and deal starting hand: Using a

normal deck of playing cards, remove the 2 jokers

and shuffle the remaining cards. Randomly

determine the player going first and deal 4 cards

to the first player and 5 cards to the second player.

3. Mulligan: Starting with the first player, each player

may mulligan by replacing any number of cards in

his hand. This is done by setting aside any number

of cards from the player’s hand face down and

then drawing that many cards. The drawn cards

must be kept and a player may not attempt any

additional mulligans. After both players have



Character – Refers to both heroes and minions.

Hero – The character that the player plays as. Cards or

minions that deal damage to your hero reduces your

health points.

Minion – Cards from 2 through 10 that are summoned

and placed into the play area. All minions have values

for attack/health. Certain spells may also create

minions.

Attack/Health – The damage a minion deals per

attack and the damage it can receive before being

destroyed. Abilities that give bonus to these stats are

denoted as +1/+1, +2/+0, etc.

Exhaustion – Minions are exhausted the turn they

enter play. Exhausted minions cannot attack.

Mana Crystals – Each mana crystal gives the player

one mana to use for playing cards.

Abilities - Special effects, powers or behaviors found

on cards.
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Buffs – Any positive effect given to a minion. This

includes additional abilities or attack/health bonuses.



Marking – Dealing damage and playing certain cards

will require the player to mark its effect in certain

ways. See the “Marking Cards” section.



The following diagram shows the play areas for each player.
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Minions

Cards with value 2 – 10 are minions, which are placed

into the minion play zone when played. Cards 2 – 5

have mana cost and attack/health equal to their value

(e.g. a 4 represents a 4/4 minion that costs 4 mana).

This trend is repeated for card values 6 – 10, with 6

representing a 1 mana cost 1/1 minion and 10

representing a 5 mana cost 5/5 minion. Therefore,

cards 2 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 9, 5 and 10 are

equivalent. 6s are the only 1 mana cost 1/1 minion.



The player’s turn is divided into 3 phases and carried

out in the following order:

1. Upkeep: The player increases his maximum mana

crystals by one, draws a card, and resolves any “at the

start of the player’s turn” abilities.

2. Action Phase: The player may use his hero power,

play cards, and attack with characters.

3. Cleanup Phase: The player resolves any “end of turn

effects,” discards down to the maximum hand size,

resets minions that attacked, and checks for game

end.



Additionally, the suit of the minion card determines

which ability it possesses. Basic minions (cards 2 – 10)

will have either Taunt (♥), Spell Damage +1 (♦),

Stealth for one turn (♣), or a specific class-based ability

(♠) as determined by the chosen Hero Card. See the

“Abilities” section for more detail.

To play a minion, pay the required mana cost and

place the card into the minion play zone face up. The

maximum amount of minions a player can have in play

at any one time is 5. If a player is already at this limit,

he may not play any more minions or generate any

more from spells. When a minion is destroyed, place

the card on top of the discard pile.



1. Gain 1 mana crystal: Each mana crystal gives the

player access to one mana for playing cards from his

hand. Therefore, on a player’s first turn, there will be a

total of 1 mana for use, with each subsequent turn

increasing the maximum mana available by 1. The

maximum amount of mana crystals a player can have

is 6; when this amount is reached (i.e. after turn 6) a

player no longer gains any more mana crystals during

this phase. Optionally, players may use the mana

tracker on the Hero Card to keep track of their

available mana as cards are played.



Spells

Cards J, Q, K, and A are spells or, when specifically

noted, weapons. The specific spell or weapon each

card represents is unique for each hero, and is defined

on their respective Hero Cards. The mana costs for

these cards are 1, 2, 3, and 4 for J, Q, K, and A

respectively for all heroes. Unlike minions, the suit of

the spell or weapon card is not important unless

otherwise noted (e.g. secrets).



2. Draw a card: The player draws a card from the top of

the draw deck. If the draw deck is empty when the

player attempts to draw, either during this phase or

later during the turn, no card is drawn and the game

will end after the current player’s turn.



To play a spell, first pay the required mana cost.

Reveal the card from your hand and immediately

resolve its effect. The steps to resolve each spell is

explained in the description on the Hero Card. Effects

include dealing damage, buffing minions, or healing

characters among others. After resolving the effect,

place the card in the discard pile unless otherwise

noted (e.g. secrets).



3. Resolve any at the beginning of the turn effects:

Abilities that resolve effects at “the beginning of the

turn” do so now.



Some spells that deal damage or recover health can

be increased by spell damage. For these cases, the

damage and heal value are noted with an *.



During the action phase, the player may perform any

of the following actions in any order.

1. Use hero power: Each hero has a specific hero

power, as detailed on the Hero Card, which may be

used once per turn for 2 mana.



Spells - The Coin

The coin is a special card represented by the joker and

is given to the player going second after the mulligan

phase. It costs 0 mana to play and gives the player 1



2. Play a card: There are 3 types of cards that can be

played – minions, spells, and weapons.
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extra mana to use during the turn it is played. The coin

is considered a spell.



section). This damage persists with the minion while it

is in the play area, and can only be removed through

certain abilities. Any future damage will add to this

value – when the total damage taken exceeds the

minion’s health value, the minion is destroyed. When

heroes take damage, the amount taken is subtracted

from their current life total (or armor).



Weapons

Weapons are denoted with a (W) after the card’s

name. Weapons have attack and durability values as

noted in its description. To play a weapon, first pay the

required mana cost. Place the card to the side of your

Hero Card and mark its durability using horizontal face

down cards from the top of the deck. (See the

“Marking Cards” section for more information)

Weapons allow the hero to attack enemy characters

once per turn. Each attack uses up one durability;

when no durability remains, the weapon is destroyed

and placed on top of the discard pile.

Note: Weapons are not considered spells, and will not

trigger any abilities that require a spell to be played.

3. Attack with a character: Any character with 1 or

more attack value may choose to attack an enemy

character once per turn. Minions put into play are

“exhausted” and may not attack the same turn. Heroes

can gain attack through weapons or certain abilities,

and are subject to the same attack rules as minions.

To attack with your hero, simply declare which enemy

character you are attacking. If your hero is attacking

with a weapon, remove a durability and return the card

used for marking to the draw deck (see “Marking

Cards” section). To attack with a minion, first move the

minion to the attack zone and declare which enemy

character you are attacking.

Note: you must attack any enemy minions with Taunt

before you can attack any other characters.

When a hero or minion attacks another minion, each

character involved in the attack deals damage equal to

its attack value to each other simultaneously. For

example, a 3/3 minion attacking a 2/2 minion will

deal 3 damage to the minion, destroying it, but will

take 2 damage itself. Likewise, if a hero attacks a

minion, the hero will deal its attack damage to the

minion, but will also take damage equal to the

minion’s attack. When attacking a hero, no damage is

received by the attacker, even if the enemy hero has a

weapon equipped.

If the damage dealt to a minion is equal to or greater

than the minion’s remaining health, it is destroyed and

placed on top of the discard pile. If the damage dealt

is not enough to destroy a minion, the amount of

damage taken is marked using face down horizontal

cards from the draw deck (see “Marking Cards”
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1. Resolve any end of turn effects: Abilities that resolve

effects at “the end of the turn” do so now.



Marking cards is the method used to keep track of

various permanent effects, such as damage taken by

minions, attack/health buffs and weapon durability.



2. Discard down to the maximum hand size: The player

discards down to the maximum hand size of 10 cards.

3. Resets attacked minions: Minions that are in the

attack zone are moved back down to the play zone.



Cards used to mark effects are taken from the top of

the draw deck and placed face down in the relevant

area of the play zone. When the cards used for

marking are no longer needed, i.e. such as when a

damaged creature is healed or destroyed, or when a

weapon loses durability, etc., the cards are returned

face down to the bottom of the draw deck. Certain

spells can give other cards a specific buff, and uses

itself as a face up card to mark this effect.



4. Check for game end: If a player attempted to draw a

card or use cards for marking purposes when the draw

deck was empty during this turn, the game ends at this

phase. The game ends even if cards were returned to

the draw deck later during the same turn. The game

does not end if the draw deck is empty during cards

with “reveal from the top of the deck” effects.



Cards used to mark damage and effects using face

down cards from the draw pile are never turned face

up and are returned to the bottom of the draw deck.

Face up cards used for marking, on the other hand, are

sent to the discard pile when no longer needed.



If, at any point, a hero is reduced to 0 or less health,

the other hero wins the game. If both heroes are

reduced to 0 or less health at the same time, the

game ends in a draw.



Abilities resulting in a temporary effect are NOT

marked. This mostly includes effects that last until the

end of the turn, or effects that happen while a

condition is met (such as the hunter’s “Aspect of the

Pack” and the priest’s “Focused Will” ♠ minion

abilities).



If the draw deck is empty when a player attempts to

draw a card or use cards for marking purposes, the

game ends after the current player’s turn at the end of

the cleanup phase, even if cards are returned to the

draw deck later during the turn. The player with the

higher remaining health is the winner. If both players

have the same health, the game ends in a draw.



Marking of the various effects is explained in more

detail in the following section.

Note: While marking is primarily used to keep track of

damage and effects, it can also be used strategically

to manipulate the draw deck or to force the game to

end sooner by emptying the draw deck.



If a player attempts to draw a card when the draw

deck is empty, the player does not draw any cards. If

the player attempts to use cards for marking purposes,

players may use any external methods (or cards from

the discard deck) to perform necessary marking for

this final turn.
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Marking Damage

Whenever damage is dealt to a minion, either by another minion or by a damaging spell, and if the damage is not

enough to destroy the minion, the damage is marked. For each damage dealt, take the top card from the draw

deck and place it face down horizontally under the damaged creature(s). These cards serve as a way to mark how

much damage a creature has taken. Damage remains on a minion for as long as it is in play and can only be

removed through healing effects. If a minion’s health is ever equal to or lower than the damage taken, it is

destroyed and placed in the discard pile.



Marking Buffs and Armor

Abilities that give a minion +1/+1 are marked by taking the top card of the draw deck and placing it vertically

under the buffed minion. These cards are returned to the bottom of the draw deck when they are no longer

needed. Spells that give a minion a specific buff uses itself to mark the affected minion – the spell itself is placed

vertically face up under the affected card, and discarded to the draw pile when it is no longer needed.

Abilities that give armor uses cards from the top of the draw deck for marking them. One card is used for each

armor gained and is placed to the side of the Hero Card. Lost armor is returned to the bottom of the draw deck.

The maximum amount of armor a hero can have is 5.
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Marking Weapon Durability

Weapons allow a hero to attack an enemy character similar to the way a minion does. Weapons have an attack

and durability value denoted as #/#. For example, Garrosh’s Death’s Bite gives the hero 4 attack and has 2

durability, denoted as 4/2. When a weapon is played, the card is placed face up to the side of the character card.

Additionally, cards are taken from the top of the deck and placed face down horizontally under the card to mark its

durability. Each time a hero attacks with a weapon, one durability is removed and returned to the bottom of the

draw deck. When no durability remains, the weapon is destroyed and moved to the discard pile.



Marking Minions Summoned From Abilities

Certain abilities may allow the player to summon minions. For these minions, cards from the top of the draw deck

are used to mark them. For each 1/1 attack and health value the summoned minion has, one card is taken from

the top of the draw deck and placed vertically face down in the minion play zone. Extra cards are stacked on top of

each other. For example, a 1/1 minion would be a single face down card while a 3/3 minion would be 3 face down

cards stacked together. These minions count towards the 5 minion limit are subject to the same rules as normal

minions, except they are returned to the bottom of the draw deck when destroyed.
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- Cards 2-10 are minions with mana cost and

attack/health based on the card value. The card’s suit

determines the minion’s abilities. Cards J-A are spells

or weapons as described on the Hero Card. The card’s

suit is not important for non-minion cards.



The following is a brief version of the rules for players

familiar with Hearthstone.

Setup

- Choose a Hero Card. Remove the Jokers from a

normal deck of playing cards and deal 4/5 cards to

first and second player respectively. Players draw from

the same deck.

- Each player mulligans following Hearthstone rules.

Cards are set aside face down and shuffled into the

draw deck when done. Players start at 20 health.



- Heroes also have their respective hero powers for use

and a special ability for their ♠ minions, as described

on the Hero Card.

- Taking damage and resolving abilities may require

“marking” to resolve its effects. See the “Marking

Cards” section.



Gameplay

- General game play, including turn structure, drawing

cards, gaining mana crystals, playing cards, maximum

hand size and attacking are similar to Hearthstone.



Winning the Game

- A player wins if the opponent’s health is reduced to 0.



The differences in Hearthtop gameplay include:



- If the draw deck is empty when a player attempts to

draw cards or use cards for marking purposes, no

fatigue damage is taken. Instead, no card is drawn and

the game ends at the end of the current player’s turn.

In the case of needing cards for marking purposes, any

external substitution can be used for keeping track

during this final turn. The player with the higher

remaining health points win. If tied, the game ends in

a draw.



1. Players draw from the same deck.

2. Players discard down to 10 cards at the end of turn

rather than destroy overdrawn cards.

3. The maximum amount of mana is 6 (not 10).

4. The maximum amount of creatures a player can

have in play is 5 (not 7).

4. Some spells/abilities are adjusted – see the

description on the Hero Cards.
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